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The Verge – referenced in video
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Hewlett Packard Garage
This Time Tomorrow (podcast)
Reuters – Next Evolution of VR Webinar

Description
Public speaking skills are key to professional development, but practice is intimidating and
infrequent. Ovation overcomes these obstacles by providing an immersive environment
and lifelike audience, together with training tools and feedback designed to develop skills
and confidence.
Ovation can be thought of as a simulator. One key purpose of a simulator is to enable the
practice of a specific virtual task with enough repetition that the actions required for
success are instinctively applied during its real-world equivalent. Just as pilots use hightech flight simulators to prepare for flights, so too should speakers use Ovation to
prepare for speeches.
Why public speaking training in VR?
Virtual reality is uniquely suited to train individuals in disciplines in which it has been
traditionally difficult or impossible. Ovation, for example, transports users into an
immersive virtual environment with a patient and non-threatening audience. The headset
and handheld controllers enable hundreds of analytics and training tools unavailable to
even the world’s best public speaking coaches. More generally, the headset commands

the wearer’s focus by encapsulating them in the virtual world, multiplying skill acquisition
and retention.
Why public speaking training on a monitor?
While Ovation was originally designed to be used with a virtual reality headset, it soon
became clear that many of the software’s most effective training features could be just as
useful when practicing while looking at a monitor. For example, voice-based training
features that evaluate the user’s speaking rate, monotony, use of pauses, and filler words
do not need a virtual reality headset. Even simply reciting a speech out loud while making
eye contact with the realistic virtual audience on the monitor is more effective than the
conventional advice of practicing in front of a mirror.
Best of all, Ovation used on a monitor makes public speaking training accessible to
millions more people who cannot afford or don’t have access to virtual reality.

Features
Ovation is packed with hundreds of features and options. The following is a summary of
some of the most important ones. Comprehensive descriptions can be found in the
Ovation Documentation.
Venues:

There are currently 7 venues (Classroom, Lecture Hall, Hotel Conference Room,
Courtroom, High Rise, School Auditorium, and Large Theater) included with Ovation,
providing a broad range of public speaking scenarios. Some venues have multiple
locations in which you can deliver a speech (e.g. High Rise – Boardroom and High Rise –
CEO’s Office), while others have multiple configurations (e.g. Small Hotel Conference
Room and Large Hotel Conference Room – Banquet Seating). There are 16 locations and
configurations in total.
Additional Ovation-designed venues will be included with future releases, while custom
venues can be designed and purchased by organization customers.
Audience:

Audience members in Ovation are real people who have been converted to 3D models
using a process called photogrammetry. They play hundreds of realistic animations,
including shifting, being rude (e.g. looking at cell phone, yawning) and, of course, giving an
ovation. Audience members can react to the speaker during a speech based on attention.
The audience can be configured in various ways, including attendance percentage, attire,
social distancing strength, and male/female ratio.
Speech Items: Many speeches in the real world are supported by notes, a script,
presentation slides, etc. Ovation allows you to import these and use them with various
virtual speech tools.
Supported file formats include: .doc, .docx, .pdf, .txt, .ppt, .pptx, .jpg, .png.

Speech Tools:

Speech tools consist of the objects and handhelds available to users to support their
speech. For example, a speech in the Hotel Conference Room can have a microphone,
lectern, projector, and teleprompters, or it can have a whiteboard, marker, and notecard.
Many tools have their own settings (e.g. teleprompter font size, scroll speed).
Prompts:

Prompts are speech topics shown during a Recording. A user can choose to be shown
either a random prompt or one from a specified category. They can also choose between
a single prompt or a prompt sequence, which is multiple prompts strung together.

Ovation comes with hundreds of prompts, with categories including ethics, business, silly,
controversial, and many more.
Individuals and organizations can create their own prompts, substantially expanding the
types of training possible in Ovation. For example, a company could create prompts to
train their sales force sell their products more effectively, or a university could create
prompts that help students prepare for interviews.
Active Training:

Ovation's active training features help guide user improvement by providing instant
feedback and virtual cues while delivering a speech.
Current training features are Audience Section Staring, Speech Tool Staring, Hand
Movement, Filler Words, Speaking Rate, Pauses, Monotone, Sustained Eye Contact,
Attention Distribution, Mic Distance, and Gaze Guiders. Descriptions of each can be found
here.
*Note: Some training features require VR and eye tracking.

Recording/Playback: In Ovation, each “practice speech” is a recording. Nearly everything
that happens during a recording—movement, audio, actions, audience reactions—is
saved and can be played back in 3D, enabling the user to watch their performance from
any location and angle.

Video Capture:

Playback of a recording can only be watched by a user in Ovation. But what if a user
wanted to watch it outside of Ovation, or email it to a friend, or post it on YouTube? That's
where Video Capture (view example) comes in, by capturing a 2D video from Playback.
Video Captures can be directed manually by the user or with various automated methods.

Analytics:

While a user is delivering a speech (i.e. a recording), Ovation captures analytics data of
four main types: Gaze, Voice, Hands, and Activity Tracking. These data are processed and
presented in various ways, including graphs, tables, a heatmap, and more.
When multiple recordings are under review, Ovation compares them to reveal how
performance changed over time.

Grades:

Grades, generated from analytics data, provide feedback of the user’s overall
performance, as well as how they performed in a variety of categories.

Sharing: Speeches and recordings (differences between these are described here) can be
shared either directly or publicly with other users on the Ovation platform.
One use-case for sharing would be a student who delivers 12 recordings—the last of
which they’ve determined is their best—and shares it with their professor. The professor
then downloads it for review and feedback.
Feedback: Users can give feedback for recordings shared with them, and review feedback
for recordings they have shared with others.
Feedback primarily consists of a recording’s comments and likes/dislikes, but can also be
interpreted from the number of downloads, playbacks, and video capture views it has.
Multi-PC Support (Cloud Syncing): Ovation was designed to give users a seamless
experience no matter what computer they are using. As long as the computer meets the
recommended specifications and has Ovation installed, a user's settings, speeches, and
recordings will be accessible to them.
One use-case scenario for multi-PC support is a corporation that rents laptops and VR
headsets to employees for a short time. When an employee decides to rent for a second
time, it makes no difference which of the company’s laptop and VR sets they receive.
Web App Integration: Much of Ovation can be managed and enjoyed on the web app
(https://portal.ovationvr.com). Users can share speeches and recordings, watch video
captures, review analytics and grades, give and receive feedback, and more. Organization
admins can manage members and review member usage.
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